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Hi,

We've created a MMS interface into the XOOPS portal. Currently this is tested with the MMS
messages from T-Mobile in Holland, and succesfull tests have been done with MMS messages
from Vodafone (this will be implemented shortly). You can post messages to XOOPS by
sending the MMS to a specific email adres. The interface will then upload the MMS to XOOPS.
You can test this by sending an MMS to rogier@fotomobiel.nl and check the result
athttp://portal.tequila.fortytwo.nl/ .

This interface is powered by Fotomobiel.nl (www.fotomobiel.nl) which is a free online gallery of
random MMS messages. You can post your MMS to fotomobiel.nl by emailing to 
mms@fotomobiel.nl (T-Mobile and Vodafone). Another example is available
athttp://weblog.fotomobiel.nl

If this is interesting for more users, we will try to setup a configurable interface that allows other
XOOPS users to use MMS to upload content to their portal. Let us know what you think!

Thanks,

rogier
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